Many businesses think they would benefit from Sage 200 but the capital costs of hardware can make the project unviable

What is Sage 200 on Azure?
OfficeTechHub lets you have Sage 200 on your own private cloud. Setting up a test platform and only going live when you are ready means the process of going live is seamless.

Box 5: Why customers use Sage 200 on Azure
- Flexibility of using Sage 200.
- Understand the business benefits Sage 200 could deliver
- Deploy fast with minimal capital cost

On Demand Infrastructure
- Flexes with your business
- Only pay for what your need
- Increase/decrease computing power month by month

Fast Deployment
- Expert technical resources
- Minimal setup fees
- No waiting on delivery

Protected by Microsoft
- Highly secure UK data centres
- Built in resilience and redundancy
- Enterprise-grade hardware

Monthly cost freeing up capital
Infrastructure that can be deployed in 24 hours
Enterprise-grade protection as standard

“We assessed Sage 200 and confirmed it would significantly benefit our business. The subsequent deployment of Sage 200 on the Azure platform has allowed us the ability to analyse and subsequently expand our business” Dawn Evans, Accounts assistant, Amberdale Ltd.